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Thank you for holding this important hearing on fostering a healthier Internet to protect consumers and Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act. This statement is offered by scholars at the R Street Institute who have studied Section 230 extensively.¹

A hearing about Section 230 is necessarily a hearing about speech on the Internet. That topic is critical as the Supreme Court recognized in Reno v. ACLU, when it described the free speech capacity of "the vast democratic forums of the Internet."² But it is often difficult to perceive that capacity in the abstract.

So in an effort to make it more concrete, this testimony focuses on one idiosyncratic form of online speech, one that has taken the Internet and the culture at large by storm over a very short number of years, one that is immediately recognizable to all, one that is chided by some yet loved by many, one used by those of all walks of life from the high school freshman to the United States Government: the Internet meme.³

³ Added original content. Original image retrieved from: https://imgflip.com/i/3exz0t
The Speech Value of Internet Memes

While the term “meme” can refer to a wide variety of concepts, the most colloquially understood form of meme is the image-based visual meme. These memes have grown tremendously popular because of their relative simplicity, allowing users to take an existing idea and morph it to convey a new one. Social media also allows memes to spread at breakneck speeds to people across the world, further increasing their popularity as more individuals see and share

them. As they spread, memes can become an entire body of communication among individual users who contribute new variations upon a meme that continues to change as the image spreads.

To understand how this works in practice, consider the meme known as the “socially awkward penguin.” The base format is simply a penguin on a blue background, with captions above and below—but on that canvas users can relay embarrassing stories from their lives. While humorous, these images also are a way of letting out frustration and gaining a sympathetic ear from strangers across the world.

As a meme format becomes more popular, it evolves and mutates to convey new ideas. The “socially awkward penguin,” with only an image flip and a background color change, became the “socially awesome penguin,” allowing users to share life’s little victories. Consider the two memes below, which to a layperson appear nearly identical, but to those knowing that the blue image indicated awkwardness and the red confidence, understand them to be completely different.
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The last major evolution of the meme came with a combination of the two, allowing the creator to tell stories of turning a socially awkward situation into a socially awesome one. Juxtaposing the two penguin memes above, as one insightful Internet denizen did, tells a remarkable story of self-esteem and personal gumption, entirely through a shared understanding of a seemingly meaningless graphic.11

Clearly, memes are not mere images; they are a method of communication. They allow individuals to condense complex topics into simple formats and share these thoughts with others across the globe. More importantly, they create connections between these individuals and form communities that otherwise would be drowned out by larger interests. As Harvard professor Jonathan Zittrain explained, “A meme at its best exposes a truth about something, and in its versatility allows that truth to be captured and applied in new situations. So far, the most successful memes have been deployed by people without a megaphone against institutions that often dominate mainstream culture.”12

This innovative mode of communication can lead to both significant benefits and potential harms for users online. In a survey study on the impact of social media among teenagers, a Harvard Graduate School of Education researcher found that the vast majority felt empowered sharing their

11 Ibid.
identity through social media. Those surveyed indicated that they utilize various platforms for self-expression, personal development and growth, relational interactions and exploration. And while a spectrum of positive and negative feelings were experienced, the positive reactions tended to outweigh the negative. The study thus simultaneously confirms the communicative power that social media platforms can have and highlights the potential harms of social media, noting the presence of harmful content as a particularly difficult challenge.

Memes also serve as visual tools used to critique expression, movements and popular online culture. A 2014 study looked at popular usage of “emoticons,” the small graphics used in short messaging services to convey anything from smiles to sadness (essentially a small-format meme). Among the reasons for emoticon use were to “[i]mprove understanding of message (35 percent), [c]reate a better atmosphere (22.5 percent), and [shorten time spent] writing (18.8 percent).” These results strengthen the value of image-based communications and memes as an effective tool for communication.

It is not hard to find anecdotes about the communicative potential of memes. Individuals with chronic pain often face skepticism and misunderstanding from those who have no frame of reference for the issue. Unfortunately, for many of these people, finding some form of community or understanding can be challenging. Memes present an opportunity for this community, allowing bloggers and users to share their daily challenges and create a place where others will listen and comfort. One such community, for example, has adopted the “fibromyalgia duck” as a mascot in a campaign of memes—originating offline in fact, from a fundraiser involving actual
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rubber ducks—helping to facilitate connection with each other and express to the world the nature of their condition.

As with the chronic pain community, memes present an opportunity for distinct but disparate communities that would be unlikely to form without the immense size of social networks. People searching for these communities can find a home in these online spaces, as one social anthropologist writes: “By their admission, many seek and find ‘a family,’ a place where others will listen, somewhere one can turn to even when other social worlds might be unavailable due to the often random, persistent, and unpredictable temporalities of pain.”

And this community feeling is not limited to medical problems: Communities are built around memes relating to a variety of topics such as specific gender identities, which have grown immensely on sites like Reddit.

22 Gonzalez-Piledo, supra note 20, p. 7.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
Memes can also convey public service information. In Utah, researchers developed an online campaign utilizing memes to promote healthy family meals. With cuts to funding, researchers asked whether using memes and engaging with communities online presented an opportunity to reach these audiences. While not definitive, the results of the project indicate the potential efficacy of such an approach.

In the field of policy, memes are a crucial form of advocacy, connecting with supporters, engaging bipartisanship and achieving policy goals. Indeed, our organization, the R Street Institute, frequently uses memes to amplify its perspectives and resonate with an ever-increasing online audience. Congressman Tim Ryan retweeted an R Street GIF supporting our stance on Congressional Research Service reform. In this instance, the video meme connected a right-of-center think tank and a Democratic congressman on a policy issue.

Similarly, Senator Marco Rubio responded to an R Street tweet about lowering regulatory barriers for employees; dozens of others from varying political backgrounds commended him for it. Memes, in these instances, were effective in not only communicating a desired message clearly, but also in connecting opposed political groups.

Perhaps more importantly, in countries without strong democratic processes, memes have served as a tool to express dissent, akin to a public protest. Venezuela, for example, has restricted Internet access, removed content and blocked websites that promote criticism of the Maduro regime. In order to subvert their attempts to remove protest content, many political dissidents have used memes, which are not as easily indexed by search algorithms (because they are images), to make it more difficult for the government to find and remove content.

Consider the following meme, which originated as a government photo to promote Maduro but ended as a vehicle for political criticism, with the added caption imagining Maduro pondering,
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“Sometimes I think of returning to Venezuela / But then I remember how bad the situation is, and the feeling passes.”

To be sure, malicious actors can exploit this increased communicative power and virality of information to cause harm. Especially in the current era of disinformation, where individuals tend to trust and believe information that confirms preexisting beliefs and worldviews, this predisposition to confirmation bias means that complexities are often lost in the wind. The emotional connections memes create between uncommon viewpoints can help underserved communities, but they can also enable tactics of persuasion that discard truth and nuance in favor of discord and faction. The simplicity of image-based memes, therefore, presents a unique opportunity for malicious actors to spread disinformation or hateful content online to individuals who will see the information, like it and continue its propagation. The Internet Research Agency, for example, used memes as a way of dividing Americans during the runup to the 2016 elections.

What this potential harm highlights, however, is not a problem with image-based memes, but rather their effectiveness as a mode of communicating ideas. Even when faced with memes
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that could be considered harmful, a community can use responsive memes to subvert that hateful or problematic speech. For example, some disabled communities find memes using their disabilities as a source of charity or inspiration problematic, devolving the individual into a simple stereotypes. To combat this, these communities have begun using counter-memes, “taking the memes, turning the memes, planting other ideas in the memes and thus in society.” This so-called “culture jamming” allows disabled people to “use as part of their own struggle to take control over their self-performance of disability, and the broader social performance of disability that contextualizes it.” In the following “Chronic Illness Cat” meme, for example, the creator lays out a common stereotype for a given condition, and pushes back on that idea with a snarky response.

"YOU CAN'T HAVE THAT CONDITION, YOU'RE TOO YOUNG!"

IF ONLY IT HAD ASKED FOR I.D.

This trend of using memes as a counter to harmful speech isn’t limited to any specific topic or demographic. Godwin’s Law—the famous “law” that states “[a]s an online discussion grows longer, the probability of a comparison involving Nazi or Hitler approaches one”—is itself a meme

40 Ibid at p. 685.
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(in the broader sense of a disseminatable slogan) designed to counter the so-called “Nazi-meme” of heated online discussion threads often devolving to name-calling.\(^{43}\) As the creator himself explained in 1994, “[t]he best way to fight such memes is to craft counter-memes designed to put them in perspective.”\(^{44}\)

As a part of the online ecosystem of speech and content, then, memes represent essentially a form of innovation: a new way of communicating that takes advantage of an existing technological environment (one that supports easy sharing of images with wide communities at near-zero costs), giving users of this new, innovative practice an advantage in taking their messages to the world. Like all innovations, it can be used for good and for harm. The questions, then, as with all new technologies, are whether policymakers who define the regulatory environment over memes should foster them and other innovative forms of speech, and how regulatory measures that affect the platforms on which memes live will affect this form of communication.

**Lessons for Policy on Online Speech and Platforms**

Based on the immense value that memes provide to a wide variety of citizens, it is our view that Congress should encourage the production and dissemination of memes as an opportunity for all communities to make their voices heard on the “vast democratic forums of the Internet.”\(^{46}\) In

---


particular, there are three lessons that Congress should consider in any discussion of online speech or Section 230, lessons that are laid out below.

**Content Moderation Policies Should Encourage Open Communication and Target Speech Designed to Silence**

It is vital that platforms work to protect communities like those described above, as they try to find their voice through memes or other forms of speech. It has become far too common for bad actors to seek to stifle this speech by flooding platforms with hate speech and harassment. This is especially true on platforms that take few or no steps to moderate user content.

If, for example, Senator Hawley’s bill—which would remove CDA 230 protections from companies who are not political neutral—passes, platforms would need to carefully consider if removing harassing speech from one political viewpoint would make them biased in the eyes of the FTC. Unfortunately, if trolls targeting a specific community tend to come from one politically ideology, moderators may choose not to remove hate speech or harassment out of a fear that it would open the entire platform up to liability, avoiding any knowledge of the content generally requisite to findings of legal liability. The government itself is largely hamstrung in its ability to protect these. As a result, these communities may never find the chance to gain a foothold and be drowned out by harassment and hate speech.

However, most platforms recognize this as well, and want to create an environment where their users feel safe to express themselves without fear of harassment. Indeed, many of the largest platforms have policies against this type of behavior so as to allow these communities to grow. As a part of Facebook’s community standards, for example, the company explains that “[w]e believe that all people are equal in dignity and rights. We expect that people will respect the dignity of others and not harass or degrade others.” Violations of this policy subject the content to removal and the user’s account to suspension.

This is exactly the type of environment intermediary liability should attempt to foster. Platforms should not fear liability for removing users’ posts that attempt to stifle speech and community online. With certainty that their moderation decisions won’t lead to liability for all the

47 Ending Support for Internet Censorship Act, S. 1914, 116th Cong., June 19, 2019. [https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1914?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22internet+censorship%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1](https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/senate-bill/1914?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22internet+censorship%22%5D%7D&s=1&r=1).
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content their users post, platforms may freely remove these posts rather than become wastelands of toxic content. This balance fosters growth on the platform and free expression online. Lawmakers should carefully consider how any shift in the law may stifle these voices.

Platforms Should Have the Flexibility to Allow Controversial yet Legal Content to Remain Online

An essential component of this debate is that what is controversial or inappropriate to some may not necessarily be controversial to others. While this may seem like a simple idea, in practice it can be hard to remember. Platforms should be encouraged to not over remove some user content just because it could be considered an offense to some.

Again, intermediary liability law plays a major role here. At the other end of the “moderator's dilemma,” rather than leaving up all content to avoid potential liability, platforms may choose to over-remove content, silencing any voices that may possibly offend other users who could in turn sue the platforms for removal. This means that communities around controversial topics could find a significant portion of their content removed by moderators, effectively stifling their speech on these platforms.

Take, for example, the discussion of Venezuela above. Platforms may see this type of content shared within communities who disagree with the actions of the Venezuelan government potentially problematic, and even outside of Venezuela remove the content if they could face a potential lawsuit, justified or not. Rather than silence these voices, platforms should feel secure enough to allow users to share such posts and voice their opinions.

This isn’t merely hypothetical. Look at the recent actions by companies who fear retribution for their employees showing support for the protests in Hong Kong. Without wading into the debate, what this clearly shows is a different cultural understanding of what type of content is offensive and what is not. China’s state TV went as far as to say that “[w]e believe that any speech that challenges national sovereignty and social stability is not within the scope of freedom of speech.”52 This obviously contradicts the American understanding of free speech, but it also highlights that what should and should not be removed is ultimately a subjective question, and the wrong answer can and will stifle beneficial speech online.

Also, to the extent that platforms leave disinformation up, memes can potentially serve as a rapid response strategy due to their virality and mutational nature. If a book was published with disinformation, it would take the literary press some time to discredit it, while online rants can be discredited within minutes.

---

Ultimately, many users will disagree about whether specific content is controversial and will seek to silence speech they disagree with. Without protections from liability, platforms will face a stronger incentive to simply remove the controversial posts even if such content is not patently offensive to many. Therefore, it is critical that intermediary liability protections allow platforms to not cave to the values of the few and over-remove content.

**Platforms Should Have the Flexibility to Remove Truly Offensive Content**

Despite the immense benefits that memes and speech online can provide, there are undoubtedly times in which content should be removed. Some of this content would break Federal law or violate intellectual property rights. However, much of this content is not necessarily illegal, such as blatant disinformation and violent content. While intermediary liability law should encourage platforms to allow controversial posts to remain on the website, it should also allow the companies to remove content that violates platforms' particular standards of conduct.

An intermediary liability regime that allows companies flexibility and freedom to moderate as they see fit in turn leads to competition among services. As explained above, values differ greatly among different individuals. Some users will no longer use certain platforms if disinformation or violent content remains. At the same time, other users may not stay on a platform if information is removed that they believe to be true or otherwise do not find objectionable. Therefore, if one platform decides to remove content, users who wish to see that content will likely have other places to go and share their ideas. This is a good thing.

This market-based approach allows companies to find a balance that serves their needs without impeding free speech online. Instead of a few companies with similar policies, users can go to a multitude of different sites with different policies and approaches to content moderation. This ultimately leads to the removal of much arguably inappropriate content without stifling speech outright.

Some may argue that major players like Facebook and Google do not face effective competition. But approaches that attempt to decide uniformly what content should or should not be allowed only serve to entrench these players in their current market position. If one of the major firms begins removing content because they fear losing advertisers, a niche opens. Many users will still want to see that content, and other advertisers will want to reach this audience. Platforms trying to compete can design their moderation policies to target this audience.

Also, opening up platforms to more liability will increase litigation costs for all companies in the marketplace, but the brunt of this weight will be felt by start-up and maverick firms trying

---

to compete with the dominant players. This is because the largest firms can already bear the costs of increased litigation and regulation, but smaller firms cannot. For example, after the GDPR went into effect, Europe saw decreased start-up investment, and the net winners were the large firms who could bear the compliance costs.

But competition doesn’t just come from other social media platforms. News-site comments sections, for example, allow users to discuss news stories or share other information. Strong intermediary liability protections allow these sites to utilize these features to allow for more reader engagement and provide a better overall experience. While the approach to attracting users may vary significantly among competing services, these protections apply to almost all players in the online ecosystem, and overbearing regulation could serve to stifle competition and free speech online.

***

The Internet has enabled innumerable communities to create and share ideas, with image-based memes serving as an innovative way for people to connect and solve problems. Much of that success would not have been possible without protections like Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act. While companies will undoubtedly make mistakes, and bad actors may choose to allow hateful content and disinformation, the continued protection of Section 230 remains essential to ensuring the continued development of online speech in innovative forms such as Internet memes. We know not what the next steps will be in the evolution of online content, but one can be sure it will open new doors for unexpected communities that contribute to the national conversation—doors that future online content policy and platforms shouldn't shut.
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